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KEEPING YOUR  
CONTACT CENTER AND 
CX OPTIONS OPEN
How Enterprises Can Optimize  
Multiple CX Technologies and Own,  
Control, and Optimize Their Data  
While Dramatically Improving  
Productivity and Business Outcomes



INTRODUCTION

New opportunities driven by the 
exploration of connected technologies 
are driving Enterprise digital 
transformation. As a result, they are 
becoming increasingly reliant on data 
driven decision making. A diverse 
technology landscape introduces 
new challenges concerning big data 
management and utilization. 
Nowhere is this more important than 
in the customer service and customer 
experience (CX) environment. Ensuring 
the control, protection and use of data 
is leading to multiple questions related 
to privacy that must be taken into 
consideration. Data analytics is 
undeniably driving innovation based 
on the collection, storage, and analysis 
of increasingly large quantities of data 
from a broad array of sources.

Many powerful business intelligence applications 
are changing the CX game. The upside is that the 
portfolio of options, that include new technologies 
such as speech analytics, machine learning, and chat 
bots are being successfully used by large enterprises 
and organizations. 

If used correctly, these new technologies improve 
customer support, create positive experiences, and 
drive loyalty in a highly competitive marketplace. In 
today’s digital world, CX has become as important as 
the product or service itself. 

How can companies take advantage of these new 
technologies without losing control of the data generated 
by multiple sources, and avoid the headaches associated 
with data normalization and integration? 

The answer: work with experts who have done this 

happening in the business, while ensuring the data 
collected is fully leveraged to drive better decision making. 

The results of a successful business intelligence 
strategy will enhance the customer experience as 
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Innovation and Disruption: A Quick Look Back 

Before there were contact centers and CX as a discipline, 
there were call centers, which originated in the 1960s 
to provide customer service over the telephone. In the 
1970s, armed with private automatic branch exchange 
(PABX) and automatic call distributor (ACD) systems, call 
centers grew rapidly, with airlines, banks, insurance 
companies and the phone companies themselves 
bringing on agents to answer voice calls. 

In the 1980s, toll-free or “800 Number” technologies  
revolutionized call centers. According to some estimates, 
by the mid-1980s, customers were making three billion 
toll-free calls a year. With this explosion in volume, call 
centers become a huge industry, which funded and drove 
innovation across touch-tone dialing and Interactive 
Voice Response systems (IVRs). 

The 1990s heralded the birth of the public Internet, and 
Internet Protocol (IP) software and switching, fueling 
innovations including caller identity, call routing, voice 
over IP and SIP technology. Call center outsourcing 
emerged as email and other channels developed,  
which contributed to the rise of the Business Process  
Outsourcing industry which is now valued in the billions. 

Cloud emerged at the turn of the century, making 
 

decade of the 21st century. Cloud technology allowed 
new channels beyond email, including social media 
and chat. This led to creative and yet highly complex 
multi-channel transformations. In the second decade, 
advanced technologies such as speech recognition, 
conversion of voice to text, voice analytics, sentiment 
analysis, web chat and Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) saw billions more invested in solutions to serve 

of digital contact channels has moved the contact  
center to a multi-application environment. 

Today, as we surge into this third new decade, virtual 
contact centers and CX programs are becoming so 
intelligent that big data analytics and automation are 
inevitable. Brick and mortar centers are being altered 
or even completely replaced by fully virtualized and 
digitally transformed contact center and CX platforms 
requiring little or no capex. 

So much value is being created through new  
technologies and business models that investments 
are being made not in traditional contact centers but 
in data analytics that lead to unique insights that are 
tightly coupled with marketing campaigns for a full 
customer lifecycle experience. Now, contact centers 
can understand the life cycle of customer engagement 
which allows them to enhance the company’s ongoing 
relationship with customers and continuously improve 
their experience with the business. 

This is all being supported by big data in the cloud, and it 
brings new challenges for operators and enterprises. The 
variety of digital communication channels available today 
inevitably produces a diverse data landscape that many 

business units creates another layer of complexity. 

The bottom line is this: contact centers and Customer 
 

to survive, by integrating human and technological  
interactions in ways that delight customers and  
dramatically improve the economics of customer  
attraction, service, and retention. 

Yet, to successfully tame the tsunami of data contact 
centers generate each day, enterprises require a solid 
business intelligence strategy that integrates their 
data even when many of their systems lack integration 
upstream.
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Why Use Multiple Applications? 
With so much innovation, many contact centers and 

for the applications they specialize in. This has driven 
a very large, growing and diverse technology partner 
ecosystem, and data integration challenges when 
layering in multiple applications and APIs.

Because there is no single technology provider 
who excels at all aspects of a comprehensive digital 
contact center and CX environment, companies are 
selecting certain capabilities from certain vendors, 
blending those into solutions that address all the 
channels. However, without the right integration  
of these applications, chaos can destroy the gains  
companies were hoping for. 

It is not wrong to work with multiple vendors, but it 
is not right to implement multiple applications, using 
multiple cloud services and multiple APIs without a 
game plan for orchestrating and harmonizing data to 
achieve the right business outcomes. 

We call this “orchestration” 

whitepaper, “The Orchestrated 
Customer Experience.” With 
even the best of intentions and 
millions of dollars invested, 
combinations of technologies 
remain siloed, and  
un-orchestrated. The  
Orchestrated Customer  
Experience is a comprehensive 

and practical approach that Eventus uses to deliver 
productive, predictive and personalized experiences 

traditional contact centers substantially decrease.

As enterprises continue to drive their digital  
transformation initiatives, CX becomes increasingly 
important. It’s time to replace complexity with  
simplicity, enabled by data and systems which make it 
not only possible but delightful to deliver productive, 
predictive and personalized experiences consistently 
and professionally.
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Multiple Applications Create Challenges 
Multiple applications create multiple sources of data — 
high quality business data which drives an enterprise’s 
ability to produce accurate and actionable information, 
insightful reporting and key strategic analysis used to 
continually improve the business. 

There are many areas that make the collection,  
cleansing, and normalization of this data problematic. 

Here are a few reasons why:

•   Increased use of technology — contact centers 
and CX teams often use more than a dozen  

•   Multiple sources of data — with customer  
information, business data may spread across 
these varied apps, leaving multiple data sources 
to collate

•   Legacy paper-based and spreadsheet data sources 
— despite great advances in digital transformation, 
many large businesses still rely on paper-based 
and spreadsheet information and document  
storage and scanning to collect data 

When combined, these challenges create layers  
 

and outcomes.

 
connectivity, tools and software functions enabling 
enterprises to pool these multiple data sources used 
in their contact centers and CX platforms into a  

The good news is this: a 
fundamental advantage of 
cloud is the ability to quickly 
upload data and store it 
online for easy access and 
analysis. 

When these data sources 
can be aggregated and  

turn even real time data into insights with triggers and 

become valuable — and practical.
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Turning Data into Insights 
With information integrated, orchestrated solutions 
become an art and a science that can lead to  
exceptionally competitive CX, driving more loyalty and 
attracing a greater “share of wallet” from cutomers. 
With the right approach, architecture and automation, 

 
promoting data integrity and reducing their costs  
to operate. They then can drive more productive  

personalized engagements with customers.  
When agents have immediate access to the right  
information associated with each customer, the  
channel chosen by the customer doesn’t matter. 
Agents jobs are more pleasant as they can focus  
on being more human, and can resolve issues in a 
fraction of the time required when data orchestration 
is not available. 

Turning Insights into Action 
Managers or coaches 

receive automated alerts 
when there may be a 
challenging situation with 
any given agent, and can 
look at the longer  
analysis with data  

collected and searched with keywords, for example, 
or with trending associated with their entire team of 
agents, including during peak times and times of crisis. 

Reducing time spent looking for information makes 
each agent, manager, and the entire contact center and 
CX team more productive and able to achieve the goals 
set — the business outcomes desired, whether through 
shorter handle times, customer (and agent) retention, 
revenue growth per customer, and other metrics.

improved products and smarter marketing, elevating 
the entire customer journey. 



Not Just Data for Data’s Sake: Decision Tools & Business Intelligence 

The digitization of contact centers and CX can improve 
customer service delivery and operations, but huge 
gains only happen when the right data is extracted in 
the right way, so teams are not left having to pore over 
mountains of data. The ability to make informed 
decisions by quickly sifting through all the data available 
has become a massive challenge in our industry. 

That is why decision tools and business intelligence (BI) 
have become such a crucial component of data-driven 
customer support. BI solutions for contact centers have 
traditionally taken many forms, while more advanced 
solutions automatically extrapolate actionable insights 
from reams of information within seconds. 

One of the many appealing attributes associated with 

customer service key performance indicators (KPIs). By 

capturing, for example, the volume of contact types, the 
hours worked, and the agent’s performance for each of 
those types, the right BI implementation provides a view 
of trends that impact KPIs as well as cost but would 

centers have the capability to combine data from 
their ACD, IVR, CRM, HRIS, and WFM systems to reveal 
performance insights that may otherwise be missed. 
For instance, looking at the chart below that displays 
only ACD data, you will notice that Nutrition Product 
Claims contacts have the highest AHT with a small 

have the highest volume with relatively low AHT. You 
may then ask yourself, which of these contact types 
should the business focus on to reduce AHT and 
generate cost savings?
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Not Just Data for Data’s Sake: Decision Tools & Business Intelligence  (continued)

When you integrate your WFM data to understand 
the hours worked by contact type, you will notice that 
Product Claims contacts have minimal hours worked 

amount of processing time. However, the Orders 
contact type stands out as an outlier for processing 
time coming in second for hours worked.
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With data integration, you can leverage your HRIS data 
to understand the spend for the total hours worked. 
In the chart below, the cost for Orders dwarfs the 
costs allocated to other call types and has the most 
opportunity for cost savings. Without a BI platform with 

Once contact center team leaders and executives 
gain visibility into how their agents are performing 
against KPI benchmarks and how their performance 
translates to cost, they can use these insights to 
inform operational decisions. 

We have found across the hundreds of projects we 
have completed that BI can help identify repetitive 
and simplistic tasks that can be automated to enhance 

with the right agents available at peak times, and help 
leaders understand who their top-performing agents 
are — and more. 

Demand planning, agent engagement and intelligent 
automation are just a few of the ways that business 
intelligence tools are helping contact centers 

incorporates data mastery, business acumen, visual 

and cultivate a data driven decision making culture.
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Who Owns the Data? 
Knowing which systems provide what data, and what 
data is imperative is an important piece of the data 
integration puzzle because understanding these 
applications make the intelligence and insights possible. 

Contact center data comes from a multitude of sources, 
and that alone is a huge challenge without the right 

and understanding which source is best to retrieve 
the right information from is crucial.

The various sources of data include the ACD routing 
application (voice, chat, SMS, email, social, video, 
dialer), the IVR application, the Work Force 

Management (WFM) application, Quality Assurance 
(QA) application, as well as voice and text analytics. 

Add to this Learning Management (LM), Knowledge 
Management (KM), Customer Relationship Management
(CRM sales data), Customer Surveys and Satisfaction 
(CSAT/NetPromoter Scores), website and chat analytics, 
and you soon see the ocean of data sets needed to 
be managed. 

Understanding who owns, comprehends, and is 
responsible for securing this data is extremely 
important as we move into increasingly digitized 
and integrated systems, for many reasons including 
regulatory compliance, the ability to use data driven 
actionable insights, and brand reputation.

Leveraging Historical Data 
Many companies have data stored for years — very 
valuable and proprietary data — which they may not 
have converted into data driven actionable insights. 
While the process of understanding, extracting, 
normalizing, and applying historical data can be 

daunting, with the right experienced data scientists 
and moreover the right contact center and CX data 
management platform, this data can be extremely 

opportunities. 



Taking a Multidisciplinary Approach to Business Intelligence 
Companies struggle with the mountains of data 

and formats. Many businesses attempt to roll out BI 
platforms and fail, not only because of the challenges 
that a diverse data landscape presents, but because 
many businesses lack a comprehensive BI strategy 
that takes a multidisciplinary approach.

Having the right executive stakeholders championing 
an analytics project is crucial, but it is not a  
recipe for success. A successful BI strategy requires  
a multidisciplinary approach that applies data  
mastery, business acumen, visual design and  
platform utilization.

Data mastery enables BI platforms to leverage all 
types of data to gain business insights that can  
increase revenue and productivity. However, creating 
actionable insights does require business expertise.  

Business acumen ensures an analytics project is solving 

come out of BI projects but lack an essential  
ingredient. The analytics tool does not solve a  
problem the business is encountering. 

Visual design is also a vital element in the BI  
development process. Data visualization allows easy 
consumption of complex data. Developing a visual  
design that meets the needs of stakeholders is  
important to ensuring platform utilization. 

Constantly growing from user feedback and scaling 
your BI platform is key to maintaining interest among 
stakeholders. Many BI projects fail because the  
strategy did not account for scalability and the  
constant improvement of their platform where  
ideas are crowd sourced from users.
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Avoiding Data Deluge   
By leveraging the mass data contact centers and 
CX platforms generate, it is possible to establish 
predictive analytics, which leads to personalized and 
productive engagements. But with too much data, 
confusion may reign. 

With automation and tailored reporting and alerting, 
with productive analytics customers can be made 
happier when you understand their needs and act 
even before they need to establish contact.  

Clearly, the amount of information that comes into 
any single system has also risen; multiply this by a 
collection of applications that are not necessarily 
integrated, and it becomes evident that it is mission 
critical to establish how to track and analyze this 
information with the right set of tools. 

As more centers began to adopt social media 
platforms over the last decade, this caused disruption 
in the art and science of handling social analytics in the 
context of all other analytics. All this data, including 
increasingly popular chat bots, have value, unless the 

Don’t be afraid of big data — understand it, apply it, 
and avoid data deluge up front by thinking the 
system through. 

Big data simply refers to the collection of massive 
amounts of information, including call recordings, 
transcription of voice into searchable text, which can 
then be harnessed using algorithms to generate a 
consumable amount of insightful information (along 
with automation that can deliver the right message at 
the right time, often using NLP).

power and cloud models now makes possible is 
important for any business to:

 woh dnatsrednu dna sseccus fo saera ezingoceR   •
to apply learning to other aspects of the business

 dna enimreted dna eruliaf fo saera ezingoceR   •
address the root causes

 ti pots dna roivaheb tneluduarf tneverp dna tceteD   •

their toll

 desaercni eldnah ot seigetarts wen etalumroF   •
volume, demand, crises and more 

In other words, harnessing data, rather than drowning 
in data, is worth doing.
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Simplify, Unify, Amplify 
Orchestration: Optimization: Harmonization

data from any major contact center platform, with 
connectors between systems that pull data into a 
single view with actionable insights. Our market-

leading platform organizes big data, while also 
analyzing that data to extract meaningful insights 
that impact not only customer service, but which 
also inform improvements to our Clients’ products, 
services, sales and marketing campaigns.
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Summary 

information about their operation. Some operations 
solve this problem by pulling data from multiple 

leading to inaccurate data, slow time to produce 
and greater expense.

IntelligenceHub™ by Eventus can combine data from 
multiple sources and provide meaningful insights and 
analytics across the entire operation in an interactive, 
web-accessible user interface.

With IntelligenceHub,™ you can:

 tcatnoc ruoy fo laitnetop lluf eht ezilaeR   •
center data

•  Unify data silos

•  Future proof your contact center data model

 ,etacinummoc uoy yaw eht mrofsnarT   •
quantify and share insights

 ruoy nehtgnerts ot gnikam noisiced evird-atad esU   •
workforce and improve customer satisfaction.

The IntelligenceHub™ proprietary data model captures 
data from source systems at the most granular level, 
joins data across multiple systems, analyzing it at a 
deep level to surface areas of greatest opportunity. 
Easy access to reports means immediate answers with 
supporting data to drive business in the right direction. 
IntelligenceHub™ has introduced over forty dashboards, 
consisting of over 100 individual report views, with new 
views being added regularly.

With IntelligenceHub 3.0, our latest Mega Release, 

analytics to the next level, with exciting new features, 

performance, and the ability to personalize how you 
interact with the platform using Subscriptions and 
Alerts. Contact us to learn more about how your 

https://www.eventusg.com/intelligencehub-3/

Already Integrated with Leading CX Platforms
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